Making and using keys

Making a key - using leaves (mainly from tree and hedgerow plants)
(page 1 of 3) (see booklet, page 24)

Images of leaves from tree and hedgerow plants - Group 1

These images of leaves are approximately life-size.
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Making a key - using leaves (mainly from tree and hedgerow plants)  
(page 2 of 3) (see booklet, page 24)

Images of leaves from tree and hedgerow plants - Group 2

These images of leaves are approximately life-size.

- Garden privet
- Honeysuckle
- Beech
- Oak
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Making a key - using leaves (mainly from tree and hedgerow plants) (page 3 of 3) (see booklet, page 24)

Images of leaves from tree and hedgerow plants - Group 3

These images of leaves are approximately life-size.
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